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Highlights

➢ We identify that the major challenge in fully test-time adaptation lies in effective

unsupervised learning of early layer representations, and explore neurobiology-inspired soft

Hebbian learning for effective early layer representation learning and fully test-time

adaptation.

➢ We develop a new neuro-modulated Hebbian learning method which combines

unsupervised feed-forward Hebbian learning of early layer representation with a learned

neuro-modulator to capture feedback from external responses. We analyze the optimal

property of the proposed NHL algorithm based on free-energy principles.

➢ We evaluate our proposed NHL method on benchmark datasets for fully test-time

adaptation, demonstrating its significant performance improvement over existing methods.



Problem Definition

➢ The performance of DNNs tends to degrade when there is data shift between the

training data in the source domain and the testing data in the target domain.

➢ Fully test-time adaptation, only needs access to live streams of test samples, which

can dynamically adapt the source model on the fly during the testing process.



Main Idea

➢ In neural network models, the early layers of the network tend to respond to corners, edges, or colors. In

contrast, deeper layers respond to more class-specific features. In the corruption test-time adaptation

scenario, the class-specific features are always the same because the testing datasets are the corruption of

the training domain. However, the early layers of models can be failed due to corruption.

➢ We first incorporate a soft decision rule into the feed-forward Hebbian learning to improve its competitive

learning. Second, we learn a neuro-modulator to capture feedback from external responses, which controls

which type of feature is consolidated and further processed to minimize the predictive error. During inference,

the source model is adapted by the proposed NHL rule for each mini-batch of testing samples.



➢ Our proposed neuro-modulated Hebbian learning

consists of two major components: the feed-forward

soft Hebbian learning layer and the neuro-modulator.

➢ The soft Hebbian learning layer aims to learn useful

early layer representations without supervision based

on local synaptic plasticity and soft competitive

learn ing ru les. I t is able to generate ear ly

representations which are as good as those learned by

end-to-end supervised training with labeled samples

and back-propagation.

➢ During our experiments, we find that this soft Hebbian

learning layer can signi f icant ly improve the

performance of the network model in the target domain.

Method



➢ To approximate the true distribution by a posterior approximation ,

one can consider the similarity between these two distributions measured by the following

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence

➢ this minimization of KL-divergence can be converted to minimization of the free-energy 𝐹
defined as:

Method



Method

➢ The problem of minimizing the KL-divergence for and its true posterior can be

formulated based on the free-energy principle:

where is the normalization term. Note that this term does not depend

on . Therefore, minimizing the KL-divergence is reduced to minimizing 𝐹. To this end, given a

batch 𝐵 of data in the target domain, we rewrite (use ) and decompose the free-

energy 𝐹𝐵 for current batch into the following two items:

➢ The first term is already minimized through soft Hebbian learning, while minimizing the second

term requires the likelihood distribution . Since and is

considered as an approximation of , we minimize the entropy of 𝑦 given the current batch

𝐵 in a discrete way as:



➢ Top-1 Classification Error (%) for each corruption in CIFAR-10C at the highest severity 

(Level 5). Backbones: ResNet-26 (top), WRN-28-10 (middle), and WRN-40-2 (bottom).

Experimental Results



➢ Top-1 Classification Error (%) for each corruption in CIFAR-100C at the highest severity (Level 5). 

➢ Top-1 Classification Error (%) for each corruption in ImageNet-C at the highest severity (Level 5). 

Experimental Results



➢ The mean error on CIFAR-10C (Gaussian)

in different adaptation stages.

➢ Density plots of adapted features 

distribution on CIFAR-10-C (Gaussian).

➢ Top-1 Classification Error (%) for test-time 

adaptation on digit recognition.

Experimental Results



➢ We identify that the major challenge in fully test-time adaptation lies in effective unsupervised

learning of early layer representations, and explore neurobiology-inspired soft Hebbian learning

for effective early layer representation learning and fully test-time adaptation.

➢ We develop a new neuro-modulated Hebbian learning method which combines unsupervised

feed-forward Hebbian learning of early layer representation with a learned neuro-modulator to

capture feedback from external responses.

➢ We analyze the optimal property of the proposed NHL algorithm based on free-energy

principles.

➢ We evaluate our proposed NHL method on benchmark datasets for fully test-time adaptation,

demonstrating its significant performance improvement over existing methods.

Conclusion
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